
1.1Number of Programmes offered year wise for last five years (face-to-face only) 

 

Information Submitted by IKGPTU is as follows: 

Stage 1: SSR 

2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

52 48 38 33 31 

 

Supporting Documents: To substantiate the claim, sufficient documents (as per the SOP of 

NAAC) were provided by IKGPTU and were uploaded during submission of SSR as per the 

following details:  

 

File 

Descripti

on  

Document 

Institutio

nal Data 

in 

prescribe

d format 

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101533/dynamic_1643

617243_7403.xlsx 

Data template contains the details of year wise programs offered by HEI during 

the last five years. 

 

Data template also contains the link to supporting document (Registrar 

Notifications regarding Programs offered by HEI during the last five years) 

substantiating the programs claimed by HEI 
https://ptu.ac.in/naac-data/Extended-Profile/1.1-Number-of-Programmes-Offered-
year-wise-for-last-five-years_face-to-face_List-Approved-By-Registrar.pdf 

 

 

Stage 2: DVV 

 

Changes afterDVVVerification:  

2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

34 30 24 20 19 

 

Stage 3: Appeal 

Reasons for Appeal: 

The following documents (as per the SOP of NAAC) can be seen to substantiate the claim of 

IKGPTU. 

1) IKGPTU offered a total of 52 programs in 2020-21, 48 programs in 2019-20, 38 

programs in 2018-19, 33 programs in 2017-18 and 31 programs in 2016-17. Data 

template containing the year wise details of programs offered by HEI can be seen at 

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101533/dynamic_16436172

43_7403.xlsx 

2) Registrar Notifications regarding Programs offered by HEI during the last five years 

substantiating the programs claimed by HEI can be seen at: 
https://ptu.ac.in/naac-data/Extended-Profile/1.1-Number-of-Programmes-Offered-year-
wise-for-last-five-years_face-to-face_List-Approved-By-Registrar.pdf 

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101533/dynamic_1643617243_7403.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101533/dynamic_1643617243_7403.xlsx
https://ptu.ac.in/naac-data/Extended-Profile/1.1-Number-of-Programmes-Offered-year-wise-for-last-five-years_face-to-face_List-Approved-By-Registrar.pdf
https://ptu.ac.in/naac-data/Extended-Profile/1.1-Number-of-Programmes-Offered-year-wise-for-last-five-years_face-to-face_List-Approved-By-Registrar.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101533/dynamic_1643617243_7403.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101533/dynamic_1643617243_7403.xlsx
https://ptu.ac.in/naac-data/Extended-Profile/1.1-Number-of-Programmes-Offered-year-wise-for-last-five-years_face-to-face_List-Approved-By-Registrar.pdf
https://ptu.ac.in/naac-data/Extended-Profile/1.1-Number-of-Programmes-Offered-year-wise-for-last-five-years_face-to-face_List-Approved-By-Registrar.pdf


 

3) It may be noted that, Extended profile deviations as mentioned in the DVV 

clarifications clearly state that changes made by NAAC during DVV verification has 

affected metric 1.2.2 also.  

 

Appeal: 

In view of above points and the documents attached, IKGPTUfeels that changes made by 

NAAC during DVV verifications be reviewed and the programs claimed by HEI be 

considered for the calculation of related metrics.  

 

 


